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The concept of regukuity is defmed for a class of join endomorphisms on a complemented 
modular la&z of finite rank. The properties of this class of endomorphisms are studied and it 
is shown that they are generalizations of endomorphisms on a finite dimensional vector space. 
Lattice theory nowadays plays a very important part in practically every branch 
Of mathematics. Our own interest in lattice theory derives from our interest in the 
foundations of quantum mechanics. Assuming that it is empirically known that 
laws governing observations on a quantum system are essentially probabilistic and 
that not all observables can be simultaneously observed, one can with just a few 
further technical and very reasonable assumptions show that propositions con- 
cerning a quantum system do not form a Boolean lattice but do form an 
orthomodular lattice (see [2,4, S] for further details). A mathematical model for a 
quantum system must, therefore, have an orthomodular lattice in its core. The 
subspaczes qf a Hilbert space form an orthomodular lattice and if this lattice is 
postulated to be isomorphic to the lattice of propositions concerning a quantum 
systrtti, then the usual Hilbert space formulation of quantum mechanics follows in 
a very natural way [2,4,5]. However, there are orthomodular lattices which are 
not isomorphic with the lattice of subspaces of a Hilbert space and, therefore, 
formulations of quantum theory which are different from the Hilbert space 
formulation are possible. Hence it is of some importance to study under what 
precise conditions an orthomodular lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of a Hilbert 
space. The corresponding problem in the finite dimensional case has been solved 
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completely (see [I, part.icuWly Chapter W.Q. In finite dimensional vector spmxs, 
the subspaces form a complemented modular lattice of Ctite rank. In this paper 
we look at a class of join endomorphisms ona complemented mod&r lattice of 
probabillity heory and quantum theory. 
In this section we recapitulate those -known definitions and restilts about a 
com#mented modhr lattice which we: ‘are going to need in our study. Proof% of 
results mentioned here will be found in [5] or [4], or are WaQhtfonvard 
corollaries to results proved in these references. 
Lattii theory arisesout& the binary relation 6 (read ‘less than or equal to’) 
de5ed,oua set S.The basic properGea of this relation are 
(v”ada for ‘atl ‘cr.ES, 
(ii) aas;b and b~a+u=b, 
(iii) a~b and bsc”a~c. 
A set S on which such a binary relatialn is defined is called a poset.(short for a 
partially or&red set). Let T be any subset of the poset S, then It E S is an upper 
bound for T if x 4 h for all JG G_ T,, a@ Ja is the lewt upper bound or supremum of 
I’ if for any upper b&d 4 ,of T we have: h 6 a ‘Ilie cupcepts of lower bound and 
greatest lower boun$ orin&n~ +re defined in a xsim&@ fashion. . 
A poset. iu which ,wery pair of @em&s u, b has both a least upper bound, 
&noted by fl v b; (read ?r join : b’f) and .rg gseatest lowq bopnd, >&noted by .a A b 
(read “p,,+4x%b~‘) is Weda lattice. I& w @ 9 .@tt&e 8, join and meet are maps 
from 9 x Z? to 5?? and it is easy to show that they satisfy the following ~xoperties: 
Q~C 3 av(b~c)c(uvb)n~c. 
A Mti&.- in wl@ @&ts~,&& is a s@zt-ex@tity is &ed a:modular lattice. 
A lag& whi& contains both- a greatest and 8 least element is said to have 
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universal bounds which are denoted by I and 0 respectively, A lattice is said to 
be complemented if it has universal bounds and if for every elements Q of the 
lattice there exists an element 4’ in the lattice with the properties 
ava’=I and a&=0. 
J[fa~candanelementbe~~suchthata/\b=Oanduvb=cthenbissaidto 
be a complement of Q relative to c. Relative complements always exist in 
complemented modular lattices. 
A chain is a subset of a lattice in which for every pair of elements u, b either 
a s b or b s Q is true. A finite chain with n distinct elements has length n - 1. The 
lattice is said to be of finite rank if the lengths of its chains are bounded and the 
length of the longest chain is called the rank or length of the lattice. 
In a lattice with a least element 0, and element u with the property that the 
only element which is less than u is 0 is called an atom. In any complemented 
modular lattice of finite rank because all chains have finite length it is easy to see 
that atoms must exist. 
A finite collection of atoms (a,, . . . , u,,} is said to be independent if it satisfies 
any one and therefore each of the following equivalent conditions: 
(i) (alva2v- l l q-__~)~~=Ofor i=2,3 ,..., n. 
(ii) For any two disjoint subsets I and .I of (1,2,. . . , n}, 
(iii) u+(ziuJ=O for i=l,2 ,..., n. 
In a complemented modular lattice of finite rank each element is equal to a join 
of independent atoms and the number of independent atoms in this join is called 
the dimension of that element. 0 is regarded as the join of an empty set of atoms. 
IHence the dimension of 0 is 0, the dimension of each arom is 1 and the 
dimension of I is the rank of the lattice. The dirnensicn thus assigned to each 
element defines a unique positive integral function d on rhe lattice satisfying the 
following properties: 
d(0) = 0, 
a<b =) d(h)<d(b), 
d(avb)+d(a~b)=d(a)+d(b). 
In a lattice .Y!’ a mapping from .S to i&elf which preserves joins is called a join 
endomorphism, that is, if f is a join endomorphism on 9 then 
f(avb)=f(a)vf(b). 
3i * w ma~~lgplhemsrit;irl~~~d~~ rank 
?. 
:’ , ‘“^ ., > 
; 
Remembering that in asvector space a linear map t&es 0 to 0 and there is a 
loss of dime&on in the image space if ant1 oxily if the kernel has non-zero 
vectt:)rs, we propose the following definition:’ ’ ’ 
I#&& 3&L ‘A joke tx&~ok@iimi f tin $ -c&l&+nentedmodul~ar lattice Y? of 
&ite rank is &di,&)_&&& ifit has the fo&&g p&v&: ’ 
. 
(i:l d(f(x)) ad for all 3t E 9, aqd 
(iij d(f(x)j<d(&) im#iti t&h eitists ;ti atom a GX such that f(a) = 0. 
i ‘ ’ ” 
It is clear ‘Mm ,(i) -that a regu&C jQjd‘ eii&+xphism on a complemented 
modular lattice t&e 0 to0 and &ms to &her C? or atoms. 
The set of elements; whi& are r&ppexl to 0 under If is called the kernel of f 
and denoted by I&r f. 
In the following four propositions, 9 denotes a complemented modular lattice 
of ftnite rank and f is a regular join emiomorphism on 9. 
hd Let a, b E Ker f then f(cll v b) = f(u) vf(b) = 0. Hence a v b E Ker fi 
Since relative complements exist in 9, there exists an element c such that 
hb)vc=a + f(a~b)vf(c)=f(a)~=Ojf(a~b)=f(c)=U~a~b~Kerf. 
cl 
33. The fo&Mng cor2ditio~ on f we equivalent: 
(i) Kerf= 0, 
(ii) f is injecthe, 
IFma& (i) *(ii]. 
so without loss 
~~x#yandf(x)~f(y).Sincex#y,either~~xvyory<xvy 
&M&x vy). 
df generality we shall assume x<xvy, and as a cogsequence 
a<<: v v)). But 
Since Ker f = 0, f preserv& dimensiolo and h&e dcf(x)) c 
f(Y). 
this conetacrpicts d(f(xvy))=d(f(x)vf(y))= d(f(x)) since f(x)= 
(ii) 3 (iii). We shall prove that if f is injective thear it ~FJ a meet e.ndomorphism. 
Since, by definition, f is a join endo~morphism, it is an order prqerving mapping 
so that 
f(x ny:~f(xhf(Y). (1) 
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Being injective, f preserves dimension and this implies that 
d(f(x/\y))+d(f(xvy))=d(f(x))+d(f(y))* 
But we also have 
d(f(x)/\f(y))+d(f(x)vf(y)) = d(f(d)+4fW) 
from which it follows that 
d(f(XAY))=d(f(X)Af(Y))= 
This last equation together with (1) implies that 
f(x:AY)=f(x)Af(Y). 
(iii) * (i). Obvious. 0 
&dk~~? 3.4 If f is injective then f(.S?) is a subktice. 
Rop~~~ition 3.5. Let f be surjective. Then f is an autimorphism. 
I 
Roof. Since f is surjective and regular f(9) = A? and the only element which can 
be mapped to I is I. In view of Proposition 3.::) all we need to prove is that 
Ker f = 0. Suppose x E Ker f then, since 9 is a complemented lattice, there exists 
an element x’ in %’ such that x vx’ = I and x AX’ = 0. Hence 
f(x v x’) = f(x) vf(x’) = f(x’) = 1, 
showing that x’ =I. This implies that x=0. [zp 
P&BPOS~&B~ 3.6. 7’he dimension theorem for f is 
rank 2 = rank(Ker f) + d(f(l)). 
PRWbf. Let {al,. . . , u,,,) be a maximal set of independent atoms in Kerf. Then 
rank (Ker fl= m. tit rank 9= pt then clearly n km and onz can adjoin atoms 
G+~, . . . , a, to al,. . . , u,,, such that 
I=a1va2v- l v&. 
and (a*,. . . , a,,} is independent. Hence 
f(r)=f(%l+W l l vfbJ. 
If fkr8+1), - l l L fb,,) are independent atoms we r.lre done. Suppose tiey are not, 
then for some i with m+l<isn 
$ince f is regdar this slmws:.that diere existi aa atbm u &h+, v l q 9 vq Ipwh that 
f(a) = 0. Clearly a A (aI v l l l v (ha) = 0. Henqe {aa, . . . ) a,,, a} is ;a~ independent 
set of atoms 4r Ker f which contradkts the maximal@ of {u,,, . . . , G}. The 
conlaadictibwn proves that f(a,,,+1), . . . ) f(qJ cannot be dependent. “ Cl.’ ’ - 
. 3 ’ : 
Before cro;udu* this tiiciiiini We’&ie a propcktion @i& gives ‘an alterna- 
tive ckractenkation of regularity for join endomorphk&s On .L komplemented 
modular Mtice of finite rank. 
pnoof, Suppose f is regular. Then x A y = 0 and f(x) 6 f(y) imply that 




Hence there exk@ an atom x 6x v y such that f(z) = 0. 
Conversely assume that j! satisfies (i) and (ii). Let o ~5?? and suppose u = 
alv-.vy where&,..., q) is an independent set of atoms. Since f(q) is an 
atom or zero, 
d(f(v)) == d(f(a,) v l l l vf(uJ) cd(u). 
Suppose for some element v Es9 d(f(u))<d(tl) then (f(a&, . . . , j&J) is not an 
independent set of atoms and hence for- some i such that 1 G i or, f(q)e 
&+f(q).+ Put x =tq and y =Viil q then clearly x~y = 0 and f(x)sf(y). Hence 
+here xists a non-zero eiemnt z Sx v y such that f(z) = 0. 
i&L _ --:h,,v- l l vb, be $1 repres;entation f z as a join of independent atoms. 
Then 
We repack that what we d?atibe 88 reguk join cndomorphisms on a OO~I- 
piemented modular lattice of f&te rank was @rst studied 6y Nkholson [3] who 
descrkc31 them as belonging to the class M(Z) tid who used “he characterization 
given iri the preceding proposition. 
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4. AhppkatiQIJ to linear map8 on a finite -w vector space 
Linear maps on a finite dimtinsional vector space map subspaces to subspaces 
and thus induce a map from the lattice of subspaces to itself. For a linear map A 
we shall denote the rnep induced on the lattice of subspaces by A. We shall 
denote by (u) the one-dimensional space spanned by the vector v. 
lWp&h 4.1. Let A : V --+ V be a linear map on a finite dimmsional space V. 
7kn the map J& induced by A on the lattice of subspaces of V is a regukzr join 
endomorphism. 
Roof. Since A is linear, A is clearly a join endomorphism. Let M be any 
subspace of V and e,, . . . , e, be a basis for M. Then A(M) is spanned by 
A el, 4 . . . , Ae, which shows that 
d(A(M)) s 42W). 
Suppose that d(&M))< d(M) then (Ae,, . . . , Aq} is a linearly dependent set and 
there exist scalars aI,. . . , ar, not all zero such that 
alAel + l ‘*+qAq=o. 
From the linearity of A it follows that 
ale1 + l . l +*e.+ISerA, 
which implies that 
(ale1 + l l l +qq)EKerA. 
But (ale1 +a l l + a&d M and is an atom. Hence A is regular. 0 
It is easy to see that A is injective if and only if A is injective, and A is 
surjective if and only if A is surjective. Thus having recognizes’ that A is regular 
the following properties of linear maps are immediate corolla&s of the propc& 
tions proved in the previous section. 
(i) If a linear map is surjective then it is also injective and therefore an 
automorphism and maps the intersection of two subspaces into the intersection of 
the.ir images. 
(iii) dim V=d(I)=rank(KerA)+d(A(I)) 
=dimKerA+dimImA. 
Using vector space methods it is easy uo prove that an injective linear map on a 
finite dimensional space is also surjective. This property is not shared in general 
by iniective regular join endomorphisms on a complemented modular lattice sf 
fmite irank. This is not surprising because not every complemented modular lattL::e 
of finite rank is isomorphic to a lattice of subspaces of a vector space. Once v re 
’ _ 
for which the tiiduced map A is just the identity map 0x1 the. lattice of subsp~~~. 
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